
SUCCESS STORIES & HELPFUL TIPS
As the world becomes increasingly digital, financial professionals must implement 
innovative strategies that develop connections with key audiences and push business 
forward. At the same time, it’s important to remember the basics of working a book of 
business and the fundamentals of growing an investment practice. 

We hope the following success stories and suggestions spark ideas for increased 
productivity. This is a unique time of opportunity. Within this reference, you will find 
tips related to:
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Financial Institution Relationships
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Create a Plan to Provide Support...
An Infinex financial professional created 
a specific plan and schedule to contact 
branch managers and provide them with 
support. With the help of Infinex Relationship 
Management, he drafted a script for branch 
managers to use during their customer care 
calls to clients. The goal of the script was to 
help alleviate some feelings of financial fear 
and uncertainty during the pandemic. As 
branch managers conducted calls, they were 
able to:

• Confidently enter conversations 
knowing that they had a script, and the 
financial professional could be available 
if conversations moved from banking 
questions to investment concerns. 

• Strengthen their relationship with 
the financial professional and present 
opportunities for conversations with all 
customers... leading to more qualified 
referrals for the investment program! 

SUCCESS STORY SUCCESS STORY

Ask Your Bankers for Help... 
An Infinex financial professional recently 
contacted her branch staff to explain she 
needed help to do her job to the best of 
her abilities and that she appreciated their 
support. As the bankers made mandatory 
service outreach calls, the financial 
professional:

• Used CD lists and identified bank clients 
with investment accounts. She asked 
the bankers to remind these clients that 
they can call her for any investment 
or market-related questions. This 
generated activity and incoming phone 
calls that converted to new business.

• The financial professional also asked the 
bankers to identify clients without an 
investment relationship. She coached 
the bankers on how to position her as 
a resource for these clients. Again, this 
created incoming phone calls which 
were converted to new business.

Coffee and Connect... Consistently making your presence known in the branches 
is important, but as we now know, it’s not always possible. Multiple Infinex financial 
professionals have shared success stories related to hosting branch and bank-wide Zoom 
meetings or weekly “Coffee & Connect” calls to keep employees connected and educated 
during periods of market volatility. As a result, some participants even requested similar 
educational virtual events for their friends, family, and customers. Developing successful 
branch relationships proves to be time well spent, even in the most digital of environments. 
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Use Infinex’s C.A.R.E. Referral Modules & Tips
Use Infinex C.A.R.E. materials to connect with branch staff. If you can’t conduct 
face-to-face trainings, host regular virtual events! These events will be far more 
rewarding and beneficial than simply sending an email with an attachment and 
hoping the team will read it. See this C.A.R.E. Module example.

• C.A.R.E. Branch Training Modules are designed to make your life easier. All 
talking points and supporting documents are defined. Use the modules to 
quickly coordinate branch training events or webinars, keeping you and your 
services top of mind.

• Always thank participants for their time and remind them that they too can 
contact you directly if they want to discuss any of their concerns. 

BRANCH RELATIONSHIPS

Engage Social Media Networks & Connections
If you have an Infinex approved, professional social media account, be sure 
to use it to connect with branch staff and other fellow bank and credit union 
employees. Again - another way to stay top of mind.

• Each social connection grows your referral network, but static profiles are 
quickly forgotten. In addition to creating a profile, share helpful content and 
actively participate in groups.

• Celebrate a coworker’s birthday by wishing him/her well. Remind your entire 
network about seminars you are hosting and more. 

Build Relationships to Become Essential
Data from Infinex’s Investment Program Blueprint consistently shows that 
financial professionals viewed as “essential team members” by branch staff have 
significantly higher average revenue than other financial professionals.

• To build enduring relationships that lead to improved results, treat your 
branch staff and all fellow employees as you would your top clients.

• Take the time to get to know their challenges, goals, and concerns. Build 
trust and always be appreciative of their time and efforts. A favorite coffee 
drink or a handwritten thank you note can go a long way.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTION RELATIONSHIPS - HELPFUL TIPS

Expand Use of Infinet’s Digital Solutions Center (Broadridge) 
Establish a bank or credit union “employee” distribution list in Infinex’s Digital 
Solutions Center (Broadridge). This team should be included on all eNewsletters 
and Market Summaries.

• Use the Digital Solutions Center to stay relevant to your Board of Directors, 
Small Business Loan Officers, Commercial Lenders, and more. It’s important 
that these individuals have an understanding of what you do and more 
importantly, the value you can bring to the relationship with their clients.

• Consider using eCards to send personalized notes, relevant cards, and helpful 
reminders that coworkers will appreciate.

• If you are not fully comfortable with using Infinex’s Digital Solutions Center, 
now is the time to get to know the system and its possibilities. Sign-up for a 
one-on-one training through Broadridge support. 
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Implement Financial Planning 
as the Cornerstone of Your Practice...
One successful Infinex financial professional 
has always made financial planning 
the cornerstone of her practice. Using 
MoneyGuidePro, she transitioned clients 
into an advisory relationship. She uses the 
financial planning process as a way to get to 
know her clients and understand the amount 
of investment risk they are willing to take.

Before the pandemic, she regularly wrote 
multiple plans each month and delivered the 
plans face-to-face on a large TV. During the 
pandemic, she adapted and continued to 
produce and present plans using the WebEx 
platform. 

• As a result, this financial professional had 
zero customer loss during the market 
downturn. Her previous planning and 
discussions had prepared her clients for 
difficult times. 

• Her financial planning approach has made 
her a top producer, and her clients refer 
her services frequently.

• With the help of Infinex Advisory Services 
and professionals from BNY Mellon, she 
closed a managed money case of more 
than $10 million!

SUCCESS STORY SUCCESS STORY

Make the Most of Infinex’s 
Insurance Team & Resources...
Life Insurance has previously been considered 
an arduous process for financial professionals 
and their clients. However, one Infinex 
financial professional recently re-framed his 
preconceived notions about life insurance and 
used Infinex resources to enhance the client 
experience and generate revenue.   

A husband and wife came to the Infinex 
financial professional because they needed 
insurance advice. They didn’t want too much 
insurance coverage, but they also did not 
want to leave their family with any type of 
financial burden. The financial professional 
worked with Infinex Insurance and Highland 
Capital resources to find the best solution 
available for these clients.

• He submitted the application via Infinet 
and the EasyLife platform, and in less 
than 10 minutes had an instant decision 
for $25K and $20K of permanent coverage 
respectively for his clients using Mutual of 
Omaha’s Living Promise product. 

• By using Infinex resources and tools 
and re-framing his thinking about life 
insurance, these two cases generated 
over $3,000 of total insurance revenue to 
the Infinex financial professional and his 
program. 
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Communicate Consistently Across Multiple Platforms
Make sure your clients feel informed and supported during times of uncertainty 
and times of economic recovery. Consistently engage across multiple platforms. 

• Emails: Use Infinet’s Digital Solutions Center to draft your own “check-in” 
eCards to all clients. Remind them that you are available to discuss market 
conditions and answer questions. Be positive and reassuring. Highlight the 
importance of long-term goals and following a financial plan. KEY TIP: Set a 
calendar reminder to distribute a personalized eCard every other month.

Help Those Who Have Lost Jobs or Are Changing Jobs
Unemployment rates still remain extremely high. Use Infinex’s Job Loss/401(k) 
marketing materials with current investment program clients and bank 
customers or credit union members without an investment relationship. 

• Most of your clients will know someone that has lost their job or is changing 
jobs. They will need assistance with their 401(k) options. By remaining 
consistent with client communications, you increase your chances for 
qualified referrals.

• Phone Calls & Follow-Ups: Commit to making a specific number of client phone calls on a daily 
basis. Again, these should be simple “check-in” calls with the same approach and tone as noted 
above. Be thoughtful. Make personal birthday phone calls. KEY TIP: Make note of client concerns 
or life events, confirm their email address on file, and follow-up with personalized articles. For 
example, if the client has a daughter getting married, send the “Getting Married Checklist” from 
Infinex’s Digital Solutions Center.

• Social Media: If you have not yet used social media to engage with clients, now is the time! 
Personalize invitations to connect, post relevant content, reach out to client family members, and 
comment on client posts. KEY TIP: On LinkedIn, be sure the “job changes in your network” alert 
is active under your Notification settings. Contact those connections who might need assistance 
with their retirement accounts during the transition. 

• Virtual Events: Have fun with virtual events! During the pandemic, virtual events quickly became 
a leading marketing tool for financial processionals. This connection strategy is here to stay! 
While retirement seminars are important, also consider hosting Finance Basics for clients with 
teenagers or virtual cooking classes, wine tastings, etc. 

Use Available Infinet Data Points & Tools to Work Your Book
Segment your book and market to clients using Infinex’s Marketing Solutions 
materials and our Digital Solutions Center communications. Consider:

• Account anniversaries
• Client AUM thresholds
• Milestone birthdays
• Annuity maturity dates

• Clients nearing retirement age
• Net worth categories
• Life insurance opportunities
• RMD reminders

CLIENT OUTREACH - HELPFUL TIPS

What Products Are Working & Which Clients Should You Contact?
Infinex’s “What is Working” webinars and references review sales strategies and 
products that are working in the current climate. We define appropriate clients and how 
to generate client lists directly from Infinet’s Client Central. View this example reference.
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PROSPECTING
& MARKETING
OPPORTUNITIES

MAKING CONNECTIONS
IN A DIGITAL ENVIRONMENT

Consider Less Obvious, Yet Available, 
Prospecting Lists & Connections...
An Infinex professional recently collaborated 
with fellow bank employees to retain bank 
assets and grow investment program 
revenue. Her bank had been working hard to 
offer Payroll Protection Program (PPP) loans 
for current and new customers. The financial 
professional realized that these customers 
most likely had wealth, life, and retirement 
accounts with other financial institutions. 

She leveraged relationships with the bank’s 
SBA division and support from executive 
management to acquire contact lists for 
these PPP loan customers. She distributed 
associated marketing materials and made 
follow-up calls.

• For those customers who showed 
interest, she hosted joint webinars with 
the associated lender and their local 
branch manager. The focus of the calls was 
to ensure that the customer was receiving 
the best support possible and knew about 
all available services.

• On these calls, the financial professional 
uncovered significant opportunities. She 
followed-up on these leads and opened 
multiple new accounts!

• View this Infinex Reference for helpful tips.

SUCCESS STORY SUCCESS STORY

Try Multiple Marketing Approaches & 
Learn From Each Experience 
One Infinex financial professional collaborated 
with Infinex’s in-house Marketing Solutions 
team and Relationship Management to 
implement new marketing strategies. 
He created personalized postcards for 
distribution related to market volatility and a 
social security virtual seminar. Using a direct 
service mail house, he was able to distribute 
these postcards to consumers using specific 
demographics such as household income, 
age, net worth, etc.

• Although the postcards did not 
immediately yield results, he remained 
consistent and eventually, they did lead 
to incoming calls and emails, along with 
new accounts! Direct mail is making a 
comeback in a world where people are 
spending more time at home and in some 
cases, are more receptive to direct mail 
messaging over “spam-like” emails.

• The digital seminars hosted for 
investment program clients, bank clients, 
and direct mail prospects also resulted in 
warm leads and a growing referral and 
marketing email list.

• Revisit marketing tactics you have 
previously ignored and learn from each 
implementation/experience!
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BRANCH RELATIONSHIPSPROSPECTING - HELPFUL TIPS

Build Relationships With Executive Management & Marketing
Successful marketing plans and prospecting tactics require true support from the 
financial institution’s executive management team and from your local marketing 
department. Building successful relationships with these groups is a critical step 
in growing your investment practice. 

• Schedule quarterly meetings with executive management and marketing 
to review market trends, collaborate on client needs, highlight how your 
services can help, and discuss collective revenue opportunities.

• If your local marketing team has yet to “meet” Infinex Marketing or is not 
using our in-house materials, schedule an Infinex Marketing Solutions 
Showcase call. Let them know how we can help make their jobs easier!

• Be sure to add these contacts to your regular electronic distributions through 
Infinet’s Digital Solutions Center and connect on social media. 

Modernize Your Website & Make it a Lead Generation Vehicle
It takes less than three seconds for users to form an opinion about your website 
and in essence, your services. When was the last time your investment program 
website was updated? How modern is the look and feel?

• Collaborate with IT and your local marketing department to refresh your 
website on a consistent basis. Schedule an annual website review.

• While your website is a helpful communication tool for current clients, you 
also need to think of it as a lead generation vehicle. 

• Make sure your website is: mobile responsive and SEO friendly. You need it to 
showcase your unique approach, include multiple calls to action, incorporate 
gated content, and deliver social media details. View Infinex’s Investment 
Program Website Reference and SEO Reference for additional information.

Make Phone Calls to Gather Email Addresses & Email Market
Infinex programs have less than 25% of email addresses for clients on file. Make a 
plan to gather email addresses. Now, more than ever, clients want to be in-touch 
and are digitally engaged. 

• It might sound counterintuitive, but you must call clients to initiate 
conversations around defining accurate emails and establishing electronic 
communication preferences. The work will be worth the reward.

• Infinex has 20+ email templates available for use. (View five examples.) While 
you want to consistently communicate with your current book of business, 
email marketing remains an important prospecting tool. Use the ideas on 
the next page and Infinex templates to market to financial institution clients 
without an investment program relationship. Grow a prospecting email list 
through seminars, digital events, and social media. 

• Accurate email addresses are critical for prospecting and marketing. Beyond 
email strategies, accurate emails play a critical role in targeted digital ads on 
platforms such as Facebook and LinkedIn.
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BRANCH RELATIONSHIPSPROSPECTING - HELPFUL TIPS

Collaborate for Data Segmentation & Target Marketing Wins
Clean data is vital to delivering a personalized client experience and the correct 
information at the right time. Many financial institutions have access to data 
that can be used to develop new leads and enhance overall client satisfaction. 
Collaborate with Executive Management and marketing teams to clean and 
organize available data. In addition to segmenting data by life cycles and special 
situations, consider data prompted targeted marketing such as:

• New bank account or loan: Direct mail 
letter or postcard to all new account holders 
informing them of the investment program 
and the financial professional in their area.

• Deposit milestone: Email to clients 
reminding them about the investment 
program and all available services.

• New joint account or name change: These 
events could signal a change in family 
structure. Send a postcard highlighting 
available financial planning and insurance 
services. Follow-up with a personalized note 
or email from the financial professional.

• Direct deposit setup or change: Distribute 
a letter and email campaign to clients about 
rollovers.

• Account opened for a minor: Send a letter and 
email campaign to the parents/grandparents 
informing them about 529 plans and additional 
services through the investment program.

• Client has an IRA account at the bank: 
Communicate the importance of saving for 
retirement and the options that are available 
through the investment program.

• Customers who just turned 55: Distribute a letter 
discussing important life and financial planning 
tasks. (Don’t assume that retirement is a given.) 
Highlight your team’s availability to discuss options 
given their unique situation. 

• Customers who turn 61 & 4 months or 64 & 4 
months: Generate letters discussing social security 
filing, Medicare, and other timely topics.

Review Your Digital Marketing Efforts
What does it mean to digitally market? Beyond website enhancements, SEO, and email marketing, find the 
time to review and consider social media and digital ads for prospecting purposes. 

• Social Media - Social media can help you gain credibility, position yourself for referrals, and uncover 
new prospects. Research shows that social media use by financial professionals can lead to new 
clients and assets. Review Infinex’s 5 Steps to Get Started With Social Media Reference now.

• Digital Ads - There are multiple types of online advertising. Infinex’s banner ads are a great place to 
start and can be re-purposed for multiple types of digital advertising opportunities such as:

Display Ads Social Media Remarketing Geofencing Search Engine

Ads that 
display on 
your website 
or third-party 
websites and 
blogs. You 
can work with 
website or 
blog hosts 
and use the 
Google 
Display 
Network. 

Includes paid 
ads, promoted 
posts, or 
sponsored 
content within 
social media 
platforms. Use 
the platform 
itself to 
implement.
See Facebook
example. 

Ads targeting 
previous bank, 
credit union, 
or investment 
website 
visitors. Use 
Google Ads 
or Facebook 
Custom 
Audience 
to implement.

Location-
based ads that 
target mobile 
users in a 
designated 
geographic 
area. You can 
use Google 
Ads & other 
platforms to 
implement.

Paid ads 
on search 
platforms like 
Google using 
pay per click 
or cost per 
thousand. Use 
Search Engine 
platforms to 
implement.
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MAKING CONNECTIONS
CHECKLIST & REMINDERS

Financial Institution Relationships

____   Create a plan to provide support

____   Ask your bankers for help

____   Find your personal way to “meet” on a consistent basis

____   Use Infinex’s C.A.R.E. Referral Modules & Tips

____   Build relationships to become essential

____   Engage social media networks and connections

____   Expand the use of Infinet’s Digital Solutions Center & create a financial institution contact list

Client Outreach & Communication

____   Implement financial planning as the cornerstone of your practice

____   Make the most of Infinex’s Insurance team & resources

____   Help those who have lost jobs or are changing jobs

____   Communicate consistently across multiple platforms

____   Use available Infinet data points and tools to work your book

____   Attend What’s Working webinars to learn more about the associated products

Prospecting & Marketing Opportunities

____   Consider less obvious, yet available, prospecting lists and connections

____   Try multiple marketing approaches and learn from each experience

____   Build relationships with executive management and marketing

____   Modernize your website and make it a lead generation vehicle

____   Make phone calls to gather email addresses and email market

____   Collaborate for data segmentation and target marketing wins

____   Review your digital marketing efforts

• Social media

• Multiple types of digital advertising

Investment and insurance products and services are offered through INFINEX INVESTMENTS, INC. Member FINRA/SIPC.
*Be sure to adhere to all bank and credit union privacy policies. Social media posts can only be made to Infinex-reviewed 

and approved social media profiles, with compliance-approved disclosures.  
These accounts must be enrolled in social media monitoring. 
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